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This family history is dedicated to the
memory of my father and mother –
Herbert and Winifred Spalding –
who, each in their own way,
left me with much to be thankful for:
a strong feeling for the land and all it
supports, a great affection for the
Gulf Islands, especially South Pender Island,
and some very good recollections of the times
we shared.
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MATTOCK: An agricultural tool used for loosening hard ground,
grubbing up trees, etc. It has a socketed steel head [into which is fitted a heavy wooden handle approximately 3' (90 cm) in length]
having on one side an adze-shaped blade, and sometimes on the other a
kind of pick (Oxford English Dictionary in italics). When used, the
handle is grasped with both hands and the mattock is swung up
and then forcefully driven down and into the ground. The OED
ends their definition with a line of poetry from Tennyson: Born to
labour and the mattock-hardened hand – something my grandfather
well understood.

Using a mattock when digging a ditch on the farm
(sketch by Arthur Spalding).
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eatrice Spalding – my Aunt Bea – was our first family historian
and archivist and her success in saving so many of the family’s papers, including letters, articles and other documents, made
the writing of this history possible. Bea not only saved things,
she left lengthy notes describing her recollections of early days on
South Pender. In addition to Bea Spalding’s efforts, my grandfather’s diaries are a key element in this history and I am grateful
that Arthur Spalding had the inspiration to record his impressions
– often humorous – of life on the farm from 1914 to early 1932.
Other family members, including my brother Jonathan, Josephine
Loukes, Janet White, Evelyn and Deryck Christy, Arthur and
Connie Pender, and Ann and Len Henshaw, helped with their
recollections of the old days. Robin Irving kindly provided copies
of four small paintings by Arthur Spalding. Apart from my family,
Richard Mackie gave his enthusiastic support for the project and
provided important historical references to Joe Mackay’s life in
British Columbia, David and Andrea Spalding urged perseverance, Sybil Willson and Mary Roddick helped with information
about early days on South Pender Island, while the B.C. Archives
and Records Services provided assistance. I have also included
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several sketches by Joy McAughtrie, a South Pender Island artist
who died suddenly in February 2011; Joy’s sketches were a trade
for some lumber but I received the better of the bargain and, in
memory, I would like to thank Joy for her help. Joy’s sketches are
on pages 26, 41, 61, 129, 157 and 175.
Three people – Claire Robson, my cousin Hope Slater and my
wife Elaine Jacobson – deserve special mention. Claire Robson,
an editorial consultant, was introduced to this manuscript late in
the game and provided both critical editorial advice and offered
her enthusiastic encouragement for me to continue. Hope Slater –
daughter of Bea Spalding – assumed her mother’s mantle of family historian and archivist; Hope gave me unlimited access to the
family papers in her possession and joined me in countless hours
talking over matters of family interest. And finally, my wife Elaine
has critically read the several drafts of this family history and has,
with patience and good humour, provided both encouragement
and editorial help from the very beginning.
The aerial photo and maps are critical in clarifying the story I
have set out to tell, and Sharron Cuthbertson (Sign Artistry) on
North Pender Island has my sincere thanks for her splendid work
in preparing both photo and maps for this history.
To finish my acknowledgments, Kathryn Curtis took on the
responsibility of a final proof read for which I am grateful; and
without much-needed and last-minute assistance from Iryna
Spica (SpicaBookDesign) and the printing skills of Printorium
Bookworks, my original manuscript would never have achieved
such a colourful and professional appearance.
A few explanations. (a) There are many quotations throughout this
family history; when not specifically referenced, or the source is not indicated in the text, these quotes are from Arthur Spalding’s diaries from
January 1914 to January 1932. (b) My maternal great-grandparents used two spellings for their surname: McKay and Mackay.
Early spelling favoured the former while later, Mackay was preferred. (c) Bea Spalding married three times and each time took
her husband’s name (Irving, McGusty and Freeman); to avoid
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confusion I have used her maiden name except in direct quotes or
in reference to letters/publications with her married name.
Grandfather’s diary illustrations require some explanation.
The majority of the diaries are 8” x 10” with lined pages and
three entry dates per page for Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
and four entry dates per page for the remainder of the week. Thus,
Grandfather was quite limited in scope when illustrating certain
events or situations, particularly illustrations of height. This is
noticeable when he depicted smoke rising from a fire, tall trees
and tall buildings or, as I have illustrated here, a sailing vessel
with its tall mast and treed islands in the background. After some
text, the remaining height of 1½” for an illustration of this nature
proved challenging.

A typical entry from Arthur Spalding’s diary, showing text and an
illustration.

Finally, despite every effort on my part, there will be some mistakes in this book, both factual and textual; for these, I take full
responsibility.
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Prologue
South Pender
August 18, 1930.
My dear Grandson:
It gives me great pleasure to hear of your safe arrival in this
country and I sincerely hope you may have a long and happy life in
the land of your birth. You have nearly sixty-seven years the better
of me, so it is improbable that we shall spend a very great length of
time together, but we must make the best of what we have and let
us herewith resolve to be the greatest of friends.
I understand that your hair is of a somewhat reddish tint, that is
quite all right and is in accordance with the best traditions regarding your famous namesake and predecessor – I allude to the one
who put Goliath out of business; if you become as accurate with a
slingshot as he was, your Father will scarcely need to provide you
with a rifle.
Your Mother has asked me to explain to you why I wish you to
bear the name of Reed, and I will do so. Reed was my Mother’s
maiden name and she was an exceptionally good woman. It may
interest you to know that the Reeds came originally from Dorset
in the south of England; they were farmers, in rather a small way I
suspect, until my Grandfather Reed brought the family into notoriety by founding orphan and idiot asylums; in fact, I believe he
was the inventor of those sorts of institutions. Give my love to
your Mother and tell her that I think she has now really got something to ‘cope’ with. Hoping that it will not be long before I see
you both on the island.
I am, Your affectionate Grandfather,
Arthur Reed Spalding.
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Arthur Spalding and grandson David on Prince, 1931.

Grandfather’s letter*, written 15 days after I was born and still
in the Royal Jubilee Hospital in Victoria, was our first contact.
And, to my sorrow today, it was one of only a very few contacts we
shared. My mother and I returned to the farm on South Pender
Island shortly after the letter reached the hospital, but I was far too
young to understand the meaning – and importance – of friendship; and Grandfather’s death only 18 months after I was born
left virtually no time to “become the greatest of friends”. This
photograph of Grandfather on his horse and holding me provides
a good example of how patiently he worked at his role as a friend
while I, focusing on my own concerns, was oblivious to it all.
Notwithstanding, I believe my grandfather had a marked influence upon my life. Not so much from the spoken word or the
observed actions; rather, the respect other family members – those
who knew him well – showed, the manner in which they talked
* Grandfather had requested that my name include Reed; for years I thought this to
be the case, but when I checked birth registrations later I found the name Reed had
been omitted. My eldest son Jonathan, however, has Reed as his second name.
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of him, the things they said about “The Old Man”. Although
Grandfather was not to be trifled with, he was not a dominating
patriarch and when appropriate, he was a great friend, a source of
comfort and a man to be relied upon.
A good illustration of these characteristics was told to me by
my mother, many years after the fact. Some of the early years of
Mother’s life on the Spalding farm were not particularly happy
ones and Grandfather was aware of this. Rather than ignore the
issue or pass it off to someone else, he made a point of being
nearby, offering support and advice to help Mother over some of
the rougher spots. After Grandfather died in 1932, Mother found
there was a very large gap in her life.
Following Grandfather’s death, my parents, Herbert and
Winifred, my younger brother Jonathan, and I shared the farm
and the valley for several years with cousins, aunts, uncles, greataunts and my grandmother, Lilias. In those years, however, there
was a great deal of coming and going amongst family members,
brought on by the financial uncertainty of the late 1920s and the
1930s and there was a general air of instability and apprehension. Finally, my father and mother realized we could not remain
on the farm any longer and that Dad would have to find work
elsewhere; we left South Pender in 1936, leaving the farm in my
grandmother’s care.
Years passed, and then more years, but my letter from
Grandfather remained and the letter bothered me. Could I, in
retrospect, do something in return? Following my father’s death
in 1976, when I became the guardian of Grandfather’s diaries, it
came to me that perhaps there was a way to both pay my respect
and offer my thanks to my grandparents. If I could write a history of the farm, with Grandfather’s diaries and sketches as the
principal focus, I might achieve my goal: a commemoration of
my grandparents’ lives here on South Pender Island, the farm
they created and the family they raised. So, after some years of
thinking about this and wondering how I might achieve my goal,
I finally began.
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Chapter one

Growing Up In England

T

he beginning of this story
takes place long before
I was first introduced to my
grandfather and a very great distance from South Pender Island:
Arthur Reed Spalding, son of
Thomas and Elizabeth Spalding,
was born November 4, 1863, at
Hendon, just outside London.
As Arthur matured he developed
into a young man quite the opposite from what one might expect.
Arthur’s family was, throughout
Arthur Spalding
the late eighteenth and much of
with Rover and friend.
the nineteenth centuries, wellto-do and perhaps even wealthy (although latterly the wealth was
tenuous), and when Arthur was young he lacked for little. He
could have remained in England, found a position somewhere in
the family business, and lived a quiet and comfortable life.
Yet, rather than business, nature fascinated Arthur as a boy and
this interest expressed itself in a variety of ways. Two of his hobbies
while growing up were collecting both birds’ eggs and butterflies.
He raised guinea pigs (briefly), and he had a black retriever called
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Rover. He also showed an early aptitude for gardening and had a
plot on the family estate which was his garden. Later, Arthur – still
a teenager – worked on a farm in Northampton to better understand the range of opportunities in the field of agriculture. It was
during this period in Arthur’s life that he became good friends
with Charlie Longe from Saxmunden, Suffolk; later, Longe came
out to the South Pender farm and worked as a partner with Arthur.
As I have written though, Arthur’s family background was in
business, successful business. His grandfather, Thomas Spalding
Sr., with two partners, Thomas Hodson and Henry Routh,
began a wholesale stationery business in 1789; Spalding soon
became sole owner of the enterprise, which included two paper
mills and an office in Drury Lane, London. Thomas Spalding,
Sr. died in 1819 and his son, Thomas Spalding, Jr., eventually
took over the business. Thomas Spalding, Jr. and his first wife
Eliza (See Appendix A for an extended family tree) purchased a
piece of property known as Shire Hall during the mid-nineteenth
century in Hendon, about 10 miles north of London. Following
the death of Eliza, Thomas married Elizabeth Reed – daughter
of Andrew Reed, a well-known Congregationalist Minister – and
they remained at Hendon for several years. It was at Hendon that
Arthur was born along with his sister Helena and his brother
Herbert. Then, during the early 1860s, Thomas and Elizabeth
left Hendon and purchased an estate of 47 acres near Hastings,
Sussex, where they built a new home called Ore Place, finished in
1864.
Thomas Spalding
+
+
Eliza Halton (1 wife)
st

Elizabeth Reed (2nd wife)
Amelia & Thomas Higgs
Leonard
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Mabel

Herbert

Helena

Arthur

Winifred
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Arthur Spalding has left no description of life at Ore Place,
but Winifred Grey (née Higgs) with her sister Mabel and brother
Leonard, spent a good part of their early years there. Winifred
Grey’s memoirs1 give a comprehensive description of Grandfather’s
home and have helped me provide at least an impression of
Arthur’s years as a boy. (The abbreviated family tree is included
to help clarify the relationship between the Spalding and Higgs’
families.) Amelia Spalding, Arthur’s half-sister, married Thomas
Higgs but the marriage did not last. Amelia, then on her own with
three children, sometimes needed help from home and stayed
with her parents periodically. When Amelia died in 1883, the children lived at Ore Place. Thus, when Arthur, Leonard, Mabel and
Winifred were young, they were often together.

Ore Place, from a painting by T.R. Wray.

Ore Place was two miles outside and above the town of
Hastings in Sussex and was a large two-story home “on a magnificent site overlooking Hastings, the surrounding country side,
and the English Channel”1. Ore Place was more than just a home.
The estate consisted of well-kept grounds of lawns, shrubbery and
flower gardens, with cottages for the gardeners. There was also
a vineyard and orchards, greenhouses, stables and a home farm
where there were chickens, ducks, guinea fowl, cows, pigs and
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horses. Attached to the house was a large conservatory “[which]
smelt of warm, damp moss and ferns, primulas and eucharist lilies. Tall palms grew in the center in immense tubs.”1 There was
also a school room and a governess available to educate any children who happened to be at Ore Place. Help was needed to maintain this large estate, both inside and out, and there were always
between seven and ten staff on hand.
Arthur did not ignore the Higgs’ children when they were all
at Ore Place; in fact, he took care to respect their position in the
family and Winifred Grey has left this recollection: “I was awfully
fond of him, in spite of the fact that he was sometimes the cause
of our getting into a row. We had spunk, and I think he liked
us for it. He’d say with mock ferocity, ‘Now, remember, young
Winker, it’s a word and a blow with yer Uncle!’. We wandered
about the grounds and he gave us tests of skill and courage, with
small money prizes which were very welcome….Every possible
tree must be climbed for a penny or tuppence, according to the
difficulty. There was a queer old beech in the Sunset Field, called
the tortoise tree (why, I don’t know). It had an immense girth and
then one huge limb, which Mabel and I could barely touch….The
rash offer of a shilling each was to be the prize for getting up onto
that limb….At last we succeeded and called Arthur to witness.
Sure enough, up we went, and he shelled out the prize money. It
was a triumph.”1
Arthur was in his late teens during the early 1880s, completing an education provided by private tutors, although the details
remain unclear. I know he visited France as well as other western
European countries at this time, visits which broadened both his
understanding of the world around him and his outlook on life.
Whatever the process, Arthur became a well-read and well-educated man and, as the years passed on South Pender, he collected a library of over 2,000 books, many of which still remain in
the libraries of his descendants. Arthur also began a collection of
coins as a young man and part of this collection now belongs to
my brother, Jonathan.
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Arthur Spalding’s father, Thomas, was strongly religious.
An obituary covering his death in 1887 contains no reference to
his business ventures but refers at length to his activities in the
Congregational Church, his educational work and his Christian
ethics. Elizabeth, Thomas’s wife, shared these Christian beliefs
and her dedication to a Christian way of life influenced much of
her life and the lives of those around her. Winifred Grey remembered Elizabeth Spalding as very strict: there were daily morning prayers, church on Sunday morning and Bible classes Sunday
afternoon, with no room for levity or delinquency: “one had to
be very careful as Grannie, like God, had an all-seeing eye.” I do
not doubt Winifred’s memories, as I am sure Elizabeth was strict,
but letters to her youngest son, Arthur (when he was establishing
himself as a farmer in British Columbia), portray a mother who
loved her son, wanted the very best for him, worried about his
welfare and saw he received every benefit the family could offer;
and, to the very end, Elizabeth hoped that Arthur’s outlook on life
somehow reflected her own strong Christian beliefs.

August 15, 1915: “Soused all young pigs in a dip”.

As a youth, Arthur was expected to enthusiastically endorse
the religious beliefs of his parents; this expectation led to family disagreements as the boy grew into a young man. Winifred
Grey wrote of Bible study groups and church services at Ore Place
where, as a brief diversion, she might peek through her fingers and
watch Arthur, or his older brother Herbert, make faces expressing
their frustration at the seemingly endless involvement with religion. One reason for leaving home and England was to escape this
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atmosphere of compulsory religious education which his parents,
particularly his mother, wished on him. As an adult, Arthur did
not attend church because of these childhood experiences; and
years later, as he has illustrated in the above sketch, he reminded
the world through often pointed comment, that he had not altered
his religious scepticism.
However, Arthur’s decision to emigrate to North America must
have been prompted by reasons more profound than a disagreement with his mother over religion. He was the youngest of six
sons: four half-brothers from Thomas Spalding’s first marriage to
Eliza, plus Arthur’s older, full brother, Herbert. It is conjecture
on my part, but I believe his position in the family was one factor
in Arthur’s decision to leave home. Yet he did not leave England
merely to escape. He wanted to come to North America, to pioneer on a new frontier, to work outdoors, to farm on land where
no one had tilled before.

“Saw nothing but a very beautiful view.”

Although Arthur has left very little to suggest his early dreams
for the future, perhaps the sketch above of him hunting with his
dog, which he drew many years later, provides a clue. Early May
1914 was very hot and Grandfather worked hard breaking new
land and he wrote in his diary on May 4: “Ploughed all day at
Pigeon Creek…. Hunted on the Bald Hill in evening, saw nothing
but a very beautiful view.” (With a little perseverance one can
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detect Arthur with gun and dog on top of the Bald Hill in the
sketch.) I like to think, as Arthur sat in the evening and made his
diary entry, he felt it was ‘the end of a perfect day’. And I believe,
in the beginning at least, he had a dream of developing his valley
farm into more than a farm: he pictured a country home with
well-tended gardens cared for by English gardeners.
Arthur first left Ore
Place for the New World in
1884 at the age of 20, and
he had his 21st birthday in
Victoria, British Columbia.
This first foray to North
America was viewed by the
family as a major event,
and Arthur’s mother provided him “with enough
Leaving England in 1884.
supplies to make several
Arctic expeditions; also
tools and dangerous-looking bowie knifes to stand off the raids of
hostile Indians.”1 He set sail for New Orleans on January 6, 1884,
on the S.S. Texas, with a companion named English. Arthur has
left no clue as to English’s given name but he was an older man,
married with children, who wished to settle and farm somewhere
in North America. The Spaldings hoped for a business arrangement between English and Arthur, each supplying money and
labour in a joint agricultural project. Not long after the two arrived
in the New World – and somewhere west of New Orleans – they
considered the possibility of an orchard but found the prospects
disappointing.
Arthur’s mother, Elizabeth, wrote several letters to her son
during this period: “I am sorry you do not form a favourable opinion of fruit farming. I thought it was to prove such a wonderfully
productive land but seeing is believing, I suppose….Still, you and
Mr. English may unite together and establish on your own plan,
may you not?” Elizabeth Spalding expressed a greater concern
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by the summer of 1884: “I can not quite understand why you
and Mr. English have parted company.” And by the fall of 1884:
“Father and Herbert both agree with me that if you go to the
mainland [the mainland of British Columbia] it must only be to see
and report to us. When you return home we shall be able to judge
what will be best for your future.”
Although the partnership between Arthur and English did not
last, Arthur did see a good part of North America exploring on his
own. From New Orleans he travelled across the continent by train
to Colorado and Oregon where, in the latter State, he worked on a
sheep farm. After learning about sheep ranching in the west, he
moved on to San Francisco, where he heard of a ship sailing north
to Victoria. Arthur arrived in Victoria sometime during the early
fall of 1884 and he remained there, waiting for money for his passage home. Apart from a quick visit into the Chilcotin country in
BC’s interior and another to Cowichan Lake on Vancouver Island,
he spent his time in and around Victoria and the Saanich
Peninsula, staying with a gentleman referred to only as Gooch2, a
pioneer Saanich resident. While in Saanich, Arthur walked out to
North Saanich one day and, by accident or design, ended up at the
Brackman-Ker flour mill2 at Canoe Cove, near what is now Sidney.
He met both David Ker and Henry Brackman, with whom he
struck up a friendship.
Beatrice Spalding, Arthur’s
daughter, concluded that following Arthur’s 1884 trip to
North America, “the New
World had claimed him for its
own”3.
Back at Ore Place for the
Oregon sheep.
year 1885, Arthur organized
his affairs in anticipation of his permanent emigration to British
Columbia. He again left England, for Halifax this time, on January
28, 1886, on the S.S. Polynesian, to make his home on southern
Vancouver Island or one of the nearby Gulf Islands. He brought
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with him whatever goods and chattels he required from England
plus two Airedale dogs believed to be the first Airedales imported
into British Columbia.
Arthur’s two Airedales are part of a humourous family anecdote
told about his first few weeks in British Columbia in early 1886.
Arthur had to wait before making the final move to South Pender,
and during this time he stayed on the Saanich Peninsula. To help
pass the time, he took to walking about the Peninsula wearing an
unremarkable top of some kind in combination with a pair of red,
football shorts. It was not long before this get-up was noticed and
commented upon: “there was a strange young man going about the
country in red underwear, accompanied by two large hounds….”4

Arthur’s Airedale Flick.

Finally, it was time for Arthur to complete the last leg of his
journey to South Pender. He contacted his friends Brackman and
Ker in Saanich and it was David Ker who, on March 19, 1886,
brought Arthur across to Bedwell Harbour on Pender Island; they
rowed across from Sidney in a small boat.
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Copy of George Turner’s 1874 survey map showing most of
South Pender Island and a portion of North Pender.
For clarity, I have duplicated some of Turner’s notes.
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